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There are several ways to
perform almost any act
- an efficient, workable,
artistic way and a careless,
indifferent, sloppy way.
Care and artistry are worth
the trouble. They can
be a satisfaction to the
practitioner and a joy to all
beholders.
- Helen Nearing

The Ennoblement Imperative:
People Artistry at Work
10 Practices and 8 Tools for Bringing Out
The Best in People and Organizations.

by Peter W. Hart & David Zinger

Our promise: If you work on the practices outlined in
this book you will make a difference not only for your
organization and the people inside the organization,
you will make a difference for yourself.
Peter W. Hart & David Zinger

Good actions ennoble

us, and we are the sons
of our deeds.
- Miguel de Cervantes

The Ennoblement Imperative
We are not advocating for the nobility of entitlement or title but rather the nobility of
people working together with a deepening of the authentic artistry that is possible in
all work and relationships.
It is imperative that we ennoble others at work. Even with all the measurement
and attention paid to recognition and engagement many people feel diminished
and depleted at work. They are disconnected from those they work with, alienated
from the organization, and detached from their tasks. Figures range from 30% of
the entire workplace being completely disengaged to 70% of the workplace being
at least somewhat disengaged. Whether it is 30% or 70% we will leave that to the
statisticians because to a People Artist even 1% disengagement is too much.
People Artists ennoble others with recognition, appreciation, and engagement.
People Artists see others, draw them into their work and organization, and make
them visible while also making themselves visible to others.

Why People Artistry?
Artists work with a multiple of mediums ranging from paint and musical instruments to song,
dance, and acting. In this book we will offer you a backdrop of paintings. In the workplace,
we are in desperate need of a new type of artist – a People Artist. An artist who sees and
connects with people at work to ensure they are the foreground not the background of the
organization.
People Artistry offers a personal and engaging approach to ensuring individuals and
organizations successfully achieve results. A People Artist ennobles others with recognition,
appreciation, and engagement. A People Artist elevates others through an approach of
dignity, respect, and recognition.

Leaders are not always the
people in charge. Engaged
leaders are the people who take
charge by charging people up.
- David Zinger, Zengage

Why People Artistry?
People Artistry means bringing yourself fully to your work, extending yourself fully
to others, and thereby bringing out the best in others and the organization. People
Artistry isn’t an innate talent gifted to a chosen few. It is a practice, an expression,
and a way of being that we can all develop. This artistry turbocharges anemic
management competencies into a tapestry of genuine connection.

Put together a good deal of craft with the right touch of art
alongside some use of science, and you end up with a job
that is above all a practice. There is no “one best way” to
manage; it depends on the situation.
Henry Mintzberg,
Managing

A finger can be used to point to

the moon but woe be those
who mistake the finger for the moon.
~ Zen saying

You Can Draw
David Zinger often asks participants during his workshops if they can draw. In
a room of 200 adults only a few adults raise their hands. David did not ask the
participants if they could draw well only if they could draw. The truth is that we can
all draw and we intend to draw the People Artist out of you. It is already there waiting
to be enhanced or liberated by practice. We must chisel away inertia, myopia,
limiting soft-skill thinking, and the idea that work is not about artistry.
Although everyone can draw it takes knowledge, time, effort, and energy to draw
well. Everyone can engage and recognize but it takes time, effort, knowledge and
energy to engage and recognize well.
This book will give you tips and invitations to become a People Artist. The book can
only point the way. Your success will not be based on reading this book, it will be
based on recognizing others, fully engaging them, and creating an artistry at work
that fully ennobles both the work and the people doing the work.

Management is People Artistry
It is time to be the People Artists that we already are, to give our artistry expression,
intention, effort, and care.
Henry Mintzberg, the insightful management thinker from Montreal Canada, declared that
management is art, craft, and science. Art occurs in ideas and integration, craft makes
connections by building on tangible experience and science provides order through
systematic analysis of knowledge.
The intent of this book is to fully call forth your management art not as some inauthentic or
forced half-day pottery making or basket weaving workshop but as a deeper and richer way
of weaving together relationships and results in the workplace.

The manager has to help bring out the
best in other people, so that they can
know better, decide better, and act better.
- Henry Mintzberg

Your life will be enriched

by your artistry as you

fully enrich the lives
of those you work with.

One of the best presents of art education is
to enjoy seeing. Suddenly you begin to see
things in your daily life that you never noticed.
- Inge Druckrey

Begin noticing now.
Take thirty seconds to

fully notice the next

person you encounter.

Ask yourself four key questions:
- What do I see?
- How do I feel?
- What do I think?
- What do I need to say to
ennoble this person today?

Notice Like an Artist
An artist notices. He or she sees things as they really are and also as they could be.
To notice is to be aware, to observe, and to connect.
As you go through this book pause to notice Peter W. Hart’s pictures. Don’t race by
them. Ask yourself: What do I see? How do I feel? What do I think?
As you move from canvas to workplace keep asking these same questions of
everyone you encounter during the day. Use conversation as your canvas to draw out
the other, to ennoble them, to let them know they matter and they mean a lot to you.
Many people in the workplace feel invisible or indeed, are invisible. There is a bit of a
child in all of us that wants to be noticed but we are too adult to scream, “LOOK ma,
no hands!”

When a co-worker enters your office
use their entry as a trigger to take ten or
twenty seconds to notice them before
you begin the conversation.

If you ask me what I came

to do in this world, I, an artist,
will answer you: I am here to

live out loud.
- Émile Zola

Stop and Notice
Just stop. During the working day take time to come to a complete stop. Stop your
mental chatter. Stop thinking ahead or thinking of what has occurred. Stop looking
at the screens that surround you. These screens may bring you new information but
also screen out the person in front of you.
Once you have stopped take time to notice. We see Bob not as we always have
seen him but we notice details and things about Bob we may never have noticed
before. To notice requires little more than bringing awareness to others. It is less
about paying attention and more about loosening the hold of everything else in your
life so that you can truly see this unique individual in front of you.
When a co-worker enters your office use their entry as a trigger to take ten or twenty
seconds to notice them before you begin the conversation.
Peter W. Hart is a frequent multi-tasker but when it comes to people, he puts the
office phone on message mode, his cell phone on mute, and closes his computer’s
monitor.
Nothing works better than 100% attention for people to feel special and valued.

An artist is never ahead of
his time but most people are
far behind theirs.
- Edgard Varèse

10 Practices of People Artistry
1. Don’t pay attention, gift attention.
2. See what is, what isn’t, and what could be.
3. Inspiration for People Artistry is anemic without perspiration.
4. Give yourself fully to performing People Artistry.
5. Dance the People Artistry 3-step: Create, Evaluate, and Adjust.
6. Ensure your engagement and recognition are true and noble
expressions of yourself that connect with others.
7. Evolve your artistry with progress while transforming mistakes or
setbacks into learning and growth.
8. Continually learn from your own work and steal like an artist.
9. Capture moments while also letting go.
10. Practice People Artistry for interpersonal and personal well-being.

10 Practices of People Artistry

PRACTICE 1:

Don’t pay attention, gift attention.
Attention is not something you have to pay for. It is a gift to others when
you bring them into your relationship art.
Artists do not screen people out of their perception.
Look up from your screen, look up from what you are doing, and “look
up” to the people you work with. Create a connected canvas of everyone
at work.
Imagine your artistry as a gift. Your words of appreciation your brush
strokes, your workplace your canvas, and each person you encounter as
a special audience of one awaiting an expression of your artistry shared
with them.

Always valuable, your attention has now also become one of
your most insecure assets and most-sought-after possessions.
- Edward M. Hallowell,
CrazyBusy: Overstretched,
Overbooked, and About to Snap!
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PRACTICE 2:

See what is, what isn’t, and what could be.
We can look but fail to see. We can see but fail to have a vision of what could
be. Artists help us see more of the world and begin to see the world differently.
They give us pause and cleanse a window of habitual looking or myopic seeing.

People Artist Vision:
See what is – notice how people look, how they talk, how they interact, how
they contribute.

See what isn’t – Notice the negative space that frames people, notice
missing recognition, engagement, or connection. Pay attention to other
people’s unspoken intentions.

See what could be – Be noble in seeing possibility. Help people fulfil their
vision of what they could be.

If you treat an individual as he is, he will remain
how he is. But if you treat him as if he were
what he ought to be and could be, he will
become what he ought to be and could be.
- Johann Wolfgang von Goethe
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PRACTICE 3:

Inspiration for People Artistry is anemic without
perspiration.
We trust that you are inspired to be a People Artist but we don’t want you to
create grand dreams of easy People Artistry. This book is brief because we
want you to work on your art of connection. We want you to wake up and
engage with others. Ultimately, through perseverance and perspiration artists
unlock their own signature style and approach.
If you want more energy, create it. If you want stronger relationships, connect.
If you want people to work from strengths, do strengths training today. If you
want more recognition, recognize others with your eyes and voice.
People Artistry is not based on an attitude survey or a warm fuzzy feeling…
it is a collection of everyday actions and interactions with others that over time
becomes your practice. Much like physicians talk about their practice, your
practice of drawing out the best in others will make them better. Draw out and
connect with their energy, their strength, their passion, and their purpose. We
truly hope you are inspired by this book. Not to nod in agreement with the ideas
but to nod with recognition, to wave to others, to connect.
People Artistry is not magic or a special gift. People Artistry works if you work
at People Artistry.

We see, but we do not see: we use our eyes, but our gaze is
glancing, frivolously considering its object. We see the signs, but
not their meanings. We are not blinded, but we have blinders.
- Alexandra Horowitz,
On Looking: Eleven Walks with Expert Eyes
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PRACTICE 4:

Give yourself fully to People Artistry.
People Artistry asks you to go all in. Don’t die with unexpressed recognition,
appreciation, or engagement left inside of you. Not only will it weigh on your
soul it will not bring a light and lightness to your co-workers.
One of the gifts of People Artistry to you is that if you have 100% focus on
others during that time you will not have stress or anxiety. Stress and anxiety
require attention to the self. It is interesting, no self – no stress. Don’t let your
“self” get in the way of your work.
As you give yourself to others they will be ennobled. They will feel your respect
and hear your encouragement and live what you see in them. As a People Artist
you set the stage for good work, you hear the music of connection, and people
really get the picture.
During a visit to a homeless shelter Peter W. Hart said to a volunteer it must feel
good to volunteer and “give back.” The volunteer looked at him and said “Yes,
it feels good to give. But do you know something? I receive back so much
more than I give!” People Artistry is no different... if you give 100% you will get
back more than you can ever possibly give.

Artistry exists in everyone. What
makes it blossom is a soul’s personal
desire to find an outlet for expression.
- Richelle E. Goodrich
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PRACTICE 5:

Dance the People Artistry 3-step:
Create – Evaluate – Adjust.
Let’s move off of the canvas and on to the dance floor. One type of artistry is
dancing. We want you to move with creating, evaluating, and adjusting. You
don’t have to dance naked, you don’t have to get on your toes like a prima
ballerina. Just work everyday with a feeling and belief of abundance.

The dance involves 3 simple steps repeated daily:
Step 1: Step into your artistry with creative belief. Make statements and
connections. Voice appreciations. Send notes. As you interact believe in
yourself and what you are doing.
Step 2: Step back to take time after to reflect with some evaluation and doubt.
Is your People Artistry making the workplace a better place? Are you and the
people you work with ennobled?
Step 3: Step forward again by making adjustments. Your canvas, dance, or
performance is never complete so keep fine turning to make it better.

And those who were seen dancing
were thought to be insane by those
who could not hear the music.
- Friedrich Nietzsche
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PRACTICE 6:

Ensure your engagement and recognition are
true and noble expressions of yourself that
connect with others
Ennoblement or nobility is a strange concept at work. We so often equate
nobility with an upper class, royalty, or financial perks for the C-Suite.
We are talking about a down-to-earth nobility for others. You don’t have to pull
some kind of reverse status thing and declare yourself a servant rather than a
leader. Lead as a host not a servant.
Put leadership on the level by being a partner, by drawing out the leadership of
others, by recognizing that your artistry has the capability to bring the 90% of
what is below the surface of each person to full view.
Ninety percent of an iceberg being below the surface of the water makes an
iceberg buoyant. When 90% of a person at work is below the surface this can
actually sink a workplace. Warm up to your work by embracing your artistry as
powerful opportunities and invitations for people to fully surface at work.

By treating workers in ways “that elevate and make noble the meanings of their
work,” employers allow their employees to bring their authentic selves to their
work…Leaders can help ennoble their workers by regularly discussing with their
employees’ their sense of purpose and meaning…by showing caring, gratitude,
and recognition of their employees’ efforts, and by creating a sense of community
in the organization that fosters feelings of connectedness and belonging.
~ Jeremy McCarthy on Engagement 2.0
From Kahn and Fellows work on employee
engagement and meaningful work.
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PRACTICE 7:

Evolve your artistry through making progress
while transforming mistakes or setbacks into
learning and growth.
An artist always starts with a blank canvas. There are no mistakes in art only
learning that can be used to improve each and every painting.
Likewise, treat every person as a blank canvas...a new beginning. Use your
experience to learn and grow your People Artistry skills.
Are you new to People Artistry? We bet you are as we just created the term.
We don’t want you to dabble with a drop of recognition every so often. Engage
so well that you know even setbacks are helping you progress.
Progress will sustain you. Celebrate it. Setback will undermine you if you
don’t prepare. Use any setbacks to go back to the 3 step process outlined in
practice number 5.

Progress lives in the everyday, not just in
quarterly reports or milestone checkpoints. And
building a great organizational climate happens
through everyday words and actions…
- Teresa Amabile & Steven Kramer,
The Progress Principle
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PRACTICE 8:

Continually learn from your own work and steal
like an artist.
Steal like an artist means learning from others and either imitating or bringing
their ways into your own. Learn from your own work by following the three step
process we outlined earlier.
Visit any great museum and you will find students sketching or reproducing the
works of great artists. Why? That is how they learn.
There are plenty of great role models out there - copy them, learn from them
and then develop your own style! Read articles and books on engagement,
recognition, and work.
Near the end of this book we offer you a list of books, a video to watch and
suggest a community you can join. Fully engaging with these resources will
make you a better People Artist.
You can even steal the ideas while in the spirit of true People Artistry
acknowledge where they came from.

…coffee has captured my imagination because it is a beverage about
individuals as well as community. A Rwandan farmer. Eighty roast
masters at six Starbucks plants on two continents. Thousands of
baristas in 54 countries…when everything goes right, it is nothing short
of brilliant! After all, coffee doesn’t lie. It can’t. Every sip is proof of the
artistry – technical as well as human – that went into its creation.
- Howard Schultz,
Onward: How Starbucks Fought for
Its Life without Losing Its Soul
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PRACTICE 9:

Capture moments while also letting go.
As a People Artist you need to capture moments of interaction and give them
expression while also letting them go by sharing them and voicing them.
A People Artist does not get stuck on soliloquy, work in solitary confinement,
dance alone in a room, or prohibit others from truly seeing their art.
People Artistry is interactive, living, and vibrant. As you express your People
Artistry you may also be unlocking the People Artistry that resides in the
other. Imagine a People Artistry virus spreading through your workplace and
ennobling everyone who works there.
Seize the moment, move into a conversation, and let your appreciation, praise,
recognition, noticing, or engagement move out of you and embrace the other.

Where past and future are gathered. Neither
movement from nor towards. Neither ascent nor
decline. Except for the point, the still point, there
would be no dance, and there is only the dance.
- T. S. Eliot
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PRACTICE 10:

Practice People Artistry for interpersonal
and personal wellbeing.
Work can make you well. Let us say that one more time because you might
not believe it, work can make you well. There is a healing power in connection
between people and even having a best friend at work will make work
better. Martin Seligman, the former president of the American Psychological
Association discovered that positive emotions, engagement, relationships,
meaning, and accomplishment are the five pillars of wellbeing. He used the
acronym PERMA for wellbeing. Make wellbeing PERMAnent with People
Artistry.
These five pillars can be found and expressed in People Artistry. When we
fully recognize another we both feel better. When we engage, or connect with
our work and fellow workers we are better. The medium of People Artistry is
relationship and meaning is found through conversation.
We will feel a sense of accomplishment as we leave our shell of self-interest to
unite with others. Achievement of organizational results is facilitated by strong
People Artistry at work.
Engage your workplace with daily dosages of People Artistry to obliterate stress
and enliven wellbeing.

The consistent use of encouragement (coming alongside a team member
and encouraging them to persevere) and appreciation (communicating
a sense of value for the work they have done and the character qualities
they demonstrate) are a lot like vitamins and antibiotics.
- Gary Chapman & Paul White
The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace

The 8 Tools of People Artistry

The 8 Tools of People Artistry:
Here are eight tools to help you
bring more skills and

strengths to your ten practices.

TOOL 1:

Find your lines
Let’s say line “A” represents you and line “B” represents another person at work.
Take a look at the image and add up the lines. How many are there?
A
B

When you look carefully there are 3 lines. Line A, Line B and the white space or
negative space line that now exists between A and B.
As a People Artist you need to create the third line between you and others
at work. This could be a note of thanks, a conversation about a drop in
performance, a question about the person’s family, a strength you see in the
other person, or something different that you have noticed about them.
People Artists create new lines of connection at work.

But as you know, the most important
reason for going from one place to
another is to see what’s in between.
- Norton Juster

The 8 Tools of People Artistry

TOOL 2:

Count on your artistry
We encourage you to count how many times you engage in People Artistry each
day. You could carry around a little golf counter and mindfully advance it each
time you notice, connect, and voice. Take a week to gather a baseline and then
set a target the following week to improve it just a bit. Work on getting your
count up so that you can count on being a People Artist at work.

TOOL 3:

Trigger your artistry
Let’s face it we are all busy and it is easy to say you believe in engagement and
recognition for artistry but fail to seize the opportunities that work offers you
every day. Find a natural trigger at work to have your artistry begin. Perhaps a
time trigger could be first thing before you go to your office or computer. You
could set up an alert on your smart phone. Anytime you use the stapler could
be a trigger to connect with others. Let the natural structure of your day act as a
trigger for your artistry.

Too much of the time, we are not seeing, hearing,
tasting, or experiencing what would turn lives troubled
by boredom and loneliness into lives that are rich and
exciting. We unwittingly give up our potential for creative
endeavor and in the process live sealed in unlived lives,
where monotony is the rule rather than the exception.
- Ellen Langer

The 8 Tools of People Artistry

TOOL 4:

Fill in the blanks
People Artists create new lines of connection at work. Here are some sample
lines to get you started. Just fill in the blanks:
Lately I have noticed that you ________ and I believe that you ________
and I feel honored to have seen that.
Because you did this _____________ it has improved _______________.
I see the strength of _____________ in you and I encourage you to use it
even stronger in your work.
When you are at your best you ________ and _________ and __________.
When you said ______________ at the meeting it moved me and I think
helped our group move forward.
Thank you for _________________.
One thing that really stands out for me about you is _________________.
A true People Artist will rapidly move beyond filling in the blanks but these
statements can be a primer for your art.

Your mind is a canvas, your experiences
are the paint colors and your actions are
the brushes that show the art in you.
- Louise Philippe Dulay

The 8 Tools of People Artistry

TOOL 5:

Tinker away
You may feel reluctance or resistance to thinking of yourself as a People Artist
or more importantly to behave like a People Artist at work. Here is the solution:
tinker.
Avoid big change. Stop thinking big. Just meet one person. Say one nice thing.
Notice one small strength. Send a tiny note to someone.
Otherwise fear will have you fumble as an artist and if you just tinker everyday
one day you will find that you have grown into the artist that you already are.
TOOL 6:

Play each day
Be playful. Have fun. Those who laugh at work, last at work. Children learn to
be adults through their play, perhaps we need to keep the child alive in us by
not letting work blind us to the possibilities to be playful every day. If we play
together, we stay together.

We don’t stop playing because
we grow old;
we grow old
because we stop playing.
- George Bernard Shaw
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TOOL 7:

Ennoble a hero at work
Have you ever thought of work as being the hero’s journey made popular by
Joseph Campbell? Artists have the ability to bring diverse elements together to
create something new. As a People Artist you have the potential to bring together
employees and the hero story.
You can make them aware of challenges, mentor them on their journey through
work, offer encouragement along the way, equip them with tools, prepare them
for setbacks, and help celebrate their progress. You can strengthen others as
they move from telling stories to living the heroic story of who they are.
The key here is to see the hero in everyone you work with and yourself as the
mentor that makes them aware and helps them on their work journey. You get to
be a little bit like Yoda or Obi-Wan Kenobi.
This heroic form of People Artistry will have you reaching for the stars as you
raise ennoblement to higher levels than most of us ever imagine at work.

What do artists do? Artists give
people something they didn’t
know they were missing.
- Daniel H. Pink
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TOOL 8:

Resources for People Artists
Books:
Gary Chapman & Paul White, The 5 Languages of Appreciation in the Workplace.
Betty Edwards, Drawing on the Artist Within.
Roy Saunderson, Giving the Real Recognition Way.
Michael Stallard, Fired Up or Burned Out.
Ellen J. Langer: On Becoming An Artist.
David Zinger, Zengage: How to Get More into Your Work to Get More Out of
Your Work.

Community:
Join the Employee Engagement Network a community devoted to work,
management, leadership, and engagement: http://employeeengagement.ning.
com/

Video:
Watch a short sixteen minute story of a master People Artist, Hugh Newman, at
work in Validation (http://employeeengagement.ning.com/video/validationandemployee)
“Real” recognition. The kind of recognition that
employees feel is genuine, sincere and meaningful. It tells
them they are valued and respected.
- Roy Saunderson,
Giving the Real Recognition Way

Peter W. Hart, CEO & President Rideau Recognition
Solutions
Peter has been one of the driving forces in transforming Rideau
into one of the world’s fastest growing R&R providers. He was
recognized as an Ernst & Young 2008 Entrepreneur of the Year
Finalist. Peter served on RPI’s Board of Directors from 2004
to 2010 and was recently re-elected. He is the founder of the
Recognition Council, a Strategic Industry Group within the IMA
which helps provide recognition best practice guidance to the
industry. In 2009, he was elected to the Board of Directors of
the Incentive Federation, the umbrella organization for the entire
incentive and recognition industry. Peter is very active in social
media with his blog, Twitter and Facebook pages. He is regarded
as an industry expert, authoring several articles in various
publications and speaking at several industry events. Peter has
a handful of children and another handful of grandchildren who
are constantly looking for more recognition rewards. Peter is
also an avid painter! You can visit his gallery in Old Montreal and
see his latest collections online at www.PETERwHART.com.

David Zinger, Founder and host of the Employee
Engagement Network
David Zinger is a world expert on engagement. He is a sought
after author, educator, coach, and consultant focused intently
on employee engagement. David fuses a prairie presence with
a global reach. David has worked on engagement in Canada,
United States, Poland, Wales, Germany, England, India, Spain,
and South Africa. He wrote Assorted Zingers and Zengage.
David’s personal artistry included 3 summers engaged
with honeybees to learn lessons about engagement, work,
organization, and community. He concluded that project with
the eBook, Waggle: 39 Ways to Improve Human Organizations,
Work, and Engagement. David recently developed a 12 module
course, based on the pyramid of engagement, to help people
engage more fully with their work, their organization, and each
other. Visit David at www.davidzinger.com.
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What would life be if we had no
courage to attempt anything?
- Vincent Van Gogh
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Brush strokes write poetry harmonized through the cords of an
artist’s imagination.Color, contrast, simple compassion splattered
across paper leaves tainted with the melody of the silent wind.
Gasping, grasping, simply glancing at the souls of those who
were not blessed with the visionary sight of inspirational artistry.
				

- Laura S. Al Bast

Visit the book’s website: www.PeopleArtistry.com

